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Any nature-related occurrence can be seen as a security threat as it puts under the risk the human lives, their well-being as well as the entire infrastructure. The natural disasters and pandemic events are by many classified as the threats and they can seriously make harm to the majority of people and their assets. In the practice, the recent pandemic occurrence such as the Ebola is recognized by the Interpol as a bio-terrorism. That illness has taken the lives to so many people in Africa and wider, but with the discovery of the vaccine the pandemic has been put under the control. Even now the similar situation is with the COVID-19 pandemic as such a biological threat is not fully manageable due to the lack of the immunization. However, there are some empirical indications suggesting that with the appearance of the critical situation so many people will show the solidarity and willingness to support those being in the need. On the other hand, not any appeal for a help will be honest and so many fraudsters can try to take advantage over the people’s weaknesses. Those persons deal with the entire psychology of the victim and they can accurately choose the moment to attack and which strategy to use. Basically, what we talk about is the criminological challenge and it does not appear in the physical environment only but also in the cyberspace as the skillfully planned hacking operation. The reason why so many people get hooked with such a criminality is that the donations are symbolic, so the number of victims can increase as the majority will be willing to give the money away. In other words, so many victims will be in deception and the criminals will take only several dollars from each of them, so if the minority of the victims even report about such an event they will signalize that someone took the very small amount of the money from them and in such a case the punishment is so weak or even does not exist. The different schemes are present regarding the cybercrime as those criminal groups could try to avoid the severe punishment doing the camouflage in the virtual domain. Finally, the role of this effort is to provide a comprehensive insight into the challenges of such scams as well as analyze their impacts to communities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As we said, the security connotation will suggest us it’s all about the threat and even if it is the nature-related happening we can classify so as the risk to the people and their assets. On the other hand, in the industry and commerce the workforce is from the critical significance to the production cycle and the losses to the entire economy could be huge if the employees do not operate due to the health concerns. The similar situation is literally in any sector of the society as those sorts of events are highly capable to paralyze our everyday life and functioning. Basically, it will appear that such a small and meaningless virus can sabotage the entire nations and their countries. If it is about the bio-weapon we can notice its impacts are so far reaching. In this case, we cannot talk with the confidence if it is about the bio-terrorism, but it’s quite obvious that such a microbe can stop us in our attempt to defeat all the values of the modern and healthy life we have the right to lead in our communities.
Apparently, the immunization can seem as the counter-response to such an event, but the way of creating and approving the medication can take time and finances, as well. Also, we will recognize the entire pandemic as the event being threatening to many and it’s logical those events can occur from time to time. Maybe in some future times we could think on some kind of the event-based security as the human and non-human threats can appear occasionally.

In addition, the pandemic conditions have developed the need for a better risk management as the threat for the quality of life increases. This pandemic has caused the serious number of the dead cases and in such a fashion it’s clear why finding the response to so must be from the vital importance. The majority of the countries across the world have recommended the preventive measures and that sort of strategy has given some positive results. On the other hand, the common people will mainly see so as restrictions and they can even choose to protest against such imposed measures from their governments. Either the corona virus has been created in the nature or some lab it’s obvious it will make a lot of damage as its impacts to the people’s well-being are so catastrophic. In other words, it seems such a microbe will literally terrorize the nations and give so non-peaceful nap to their state agencies. Also, the immunization could be the good response to such a situation, but our environment can come with its new creation being much more dangerous and with the higher percentage of mortality amongst the wide population. The point is to cope with the scientific research methodologies that can recognize the tendencies in the epidemiology, molecular biology and genetics in order to do some sort of the predictive analytics in those branches of the medicine. Indeed, those kinds of researches have given us the chance to relatively quickly develop the first vaccines as the first-hand response to that situation. Further, the new challenge is to make any heavy disease being curable, so that means anyone with the diagnosis can recover fully and deeply.

The people living in the time of the pandemic have developed the solidarity about each other and that sort of care is something that makes us humans. Nowadays so many media will overwhelm us with the stories on some conspiracy theories claiming that corona virus does not exist and all so is the matter of propaganda. The good question to these sorts of speculations could be who is beneficial from those sorts of media campaigns. On the other hand, if modified in the lab this virus is the great human-made threat; oppositely – if the nature gave us such a powerful bio-weapon the good remark can be how we can take control over such weaponry. In other words, there are a plenty of things that we do not know at this stage, but what we know for certain is so many community members deal with the empathy about one another and no one would want to be the potential victim of that illness. It seems we have gotten the new, bad guy in our neighborhood that can terrorize even if it is so small and invisible its impacts are so unpleasant to the entire communities. Next, the time of crisis will make the people feel the solidarity and closeness about everyone and they will be willing to share what they have with anyone being in the need for such a support. Apparently, we have said the virus is that little bad guy, but it is nothing in comparison with the criminal underworld. Therefore, if anyone is in the need for a help the people will do their best to support. There could be the entire humanitarian actions that will seek from the members of the public to donate the symbolic money in order to assist to someone. Those sorts of activities can be with the bad intent and the real bad guys can take advantage over someone’s humanity and caring manners. In other words, in the state of emergency many of us can become the victims of the scam as our willingness to give can be arising. In this effort, we will discuss that sort of the crime and try to analyze some of those perspectives.

2. COMMON FRAUD CHALLENGES

The common fraud is a criminality that can put some individuals into delusion and those persons are the victims of the crime in order to assure some sort of financial advantage or the other interests to the person or the group of persons committing that offense. The fraudsters will mainly choose the overcrowded places to commit the scam as at those spot they can be less obvious. On the other hand, there is the wide spectrum of methodologies in criminology and policing best practice that can offer the clues to the investigators, so apparently they can prove that sort of occurrence. In the practice, the punishments to the frauds are quite weak and from that perspective there is the strong need to define much heavier punishment policies. The mass scams are possible if they are organized on the busy places or include more criminal actors that can obtain the extremely busy schedule. By the frequent schedule we mean sending the bad guys to many different places in, say, some urban or rural areas to collect the donations for something being in the focus of the public at that period of time. The majority of criminals can happen if the criminals find the vulnerabilities with their victims and further continue to exploit their weaknesses to their own advantage. Many people are sensitive to the needs of the other people being under the threat and no matter if it’s about the natural disaster or the refugee crisis they will be open to support. Also, there could be a plenty of so stressful stories about some personal tragedies and in the developed world no one will feel sorry to donate $100...
or $200 in order to contribute. Those people will mostly think it’s not a big deal giving that help and if anyone is that greedy to trick the people looking for that donation that’s the shame, but not the real reason to believe anyone is disadvantaged.

In other words, no one will have a heart to say no to such touchy narratives. Especially if the donation collectors’ message is that such a gesture will save someone’s life – that cannot be the better reason to feel as someone’s hero and indeed, many people will appreciate to think like so about themselves. Moreover, that’s the strategy the majority of scammers will use in order to play with the psychology of the victim and make him willingly give that donation.

Being in position to do some sharing is a beautiful emotion and many of us will enjoy being from the help to the people being in the need. Apparently, some of those appeals are true, but from time to time there are the seasons when the scammers are the most active. Giving some symbolic money to some humanitarian purposes is right, but if the collectors cannot convince anyone they are sent by some creditable organization it’s better to avoid such a support and report the situation to the authorities.

In the practice, there are so many situation when it’s necessary to hesitate if it’s really needed to be supportive or just the entire case should be forwarded to the Police. For instance, someone can send the sick children to collect the money for their purposes and such a scene can be so heartbreaking, but the fact is that poor thing can be the victim of much serious crime such as the human trafficking – so any information of that sense can be contributive to the authorities.

In addition, there are a lot of online scams that can make the people donate some money using the credit cards. Maybe they will donate several dollars, but if we assume that the millions of the people can be tricked it’s clear that the income for a fraudster is so significant. Next, we will talk a bit about the challenges of the COVID-19 scams as that situation has called so many people to show the solidarity and deal in the mature and responsible manner.

3. VULNERABILITIES TO HEALTH NEEDS

The COVID-19 is a health challenge that can put the human life under the risk. It’s hard thinking how some persons are unwell and how they suffer. In other words, we all are vulnerable to the health needs of others as we can easily imagine ourselves into such a position.

So, if someone is unhealthy today, we could be like so even tomorrow. Especially, in the case of the transferrable infection everyone can catch that microbe and smoothly get into so dangerous and even life threatening condition. So, from that perspective it can appear that it’s a rational decision giving a donation for the COVID-19 needs. It’s only the symbolic sum and no one will feel unpleasant to share that money with anyone kindly asking for so. Basically, we all can identify with such a case and if we are generous about the other people, they will probably revenge to us in the same manner. That’s how nearly everyone thinks if the donation’s collector comes on his doors and asks for some support. Also, so many of us will get that appeal online and we all will be willing to do an e-payment in order to support someone being in the need wishing we will never need that sort of the help.

The experienced fraudsters will know the psychology of the ordinary people and they will so ruthlessly play on that card. In other words, anyone of us can be in the need for something and that’s why so many people will show the solidarity and even care about the poor ones.

The majority of scammers are well-familiar with those people’s weaknesses and they usually choose the strategies to touch our hearts. Anyone with the good heart cannot say no to such a request and that’s the reason why the most of the people will donate that money literally feeding the parasites of our communities. Only in the cases when the authorities issue the warnings about the seasonal scams so many of us can become open to freely talk about the experiences they had in their community or on the web – otherwise they can remain so blind in front of the suspicious situations.

4. FAKE HUMANITARIAN CAMPAIGNS

It’s well-known that the reputable and creditable organizations can arrange some sorts of the humanitarian activities. In such a case the public will be informed through the media and the internet suggesting to everyone to take part in such an action. So suddenly, our e-mail inbox and social media accounts can be overwhelmed with the appeals for some donations that should support someone being in the need. Those messages could be fully convincible and many of us can make a decision to donate some money. The common people can give, say, $100 per person, while the businesses can share much more as they are in position to do so. This can sound as so attractive to the entire fraudsters’ underworld as they can make the fake online campaigns or even choose to collect the money in person. Apparently, the operation can use so diverse channels to trick the community members and take advantage over their willingness to give. Further, we will illustrate how it works doing the scam in some environment.
As it is given in the Figure 1 the common scams can appear in person or online. The online frauds can go through the phone or via the internet. On the other hand, the frauds happening in person can go so directly and in some cases they can occur through the post service. In this effort, we will talk about the COVID-19 scam challenges, but through this study it’s obvious the reason to commit the scam can vary and the motive is always the same – the money. The fraudsters will select to do what they do if they estimate the risk is minimal and the profit could be good enough. In other words, those guys are the professional criminals ready to do anything to obtain the huge income. Next, in this article we will discuss how it works when the fraudsters’ and cybercrime underworld are united to conduct some serious joint actions and leave the majority of us without money as well as make the severe headache to the law enforcement officers, so far.

5. RISK TO PHISHING ATTACKS

In the practice, there are so many findings about the COVID-19 pandemic being available to the public. In other words, either we can read the different open-source intelligence being accessible on the web or watch the TV program about so the effects are mostly the same – the situation is so engaging and many people will develop the interest to know a lot about such a case. On the other hand, if we surf on the internet trying to figure out what is happening and how so promptly everything became correlated with everything we will leave the footage about our IP address and it’s well-known that if anyone deals with anyone’s IP address that person or the group can attack such an asset. One of the most critical challenges to the ongoing cyber defense is the phishing attack. Mainly it’s about the phishing links that can give us the malware or simply receive our device details. It’s quite trickery if the cyber criminals and fraudsters find the same language and make a decision to conduct some kind of the joint operations in order to take advantage over the people’s and machine’s weaknesses. The modern findings will suggest that in this time of crisis the percentage of cyber attacks have increased so significantly. Either being the COVID-19 or anything else it’s clear that the events being in the focus of the public can be the good trigger to far more serious illegal activities. Above all, either being the scammers or the hackers the bad guys can make the difficult situation being much harder and put already exhausted people and the entire system into so critical condition.

6. IMPACTS TO COMMUNITIES

Any critical situation can make so deep injuries to the entire community as those conditions will weaken everyone and they can also be time consuming and it’s clear if something takes time it takes our finances as well. So, the health’s crisis can run the economic instability and that’s seriously hard to experience. If we add that under those circumstances the crime booms it’s obvious why it’s so challenging to manage the both – health and security risk.

At the beginning of this effort, we have mentioned that any nature-related occurrence can be the security threat, so it’s clear why it’s so heavy to handle such many threats. Moreover, we will lose the money for the crisis and also there will be some scammers taking from us the rest. Such a situation can appear as so frustrating and seriously it’s the security challenge that must be tackled – otherwise we all can collapse, so far. There is some remark that we can handle the problem only if we admit it exists, so once we get aware of such a concern we will be capable to involve the entire community to actively participate into its resolution.

7. DISCUSSION

The COVID-19 is a medical condition that has shaken the entire world so dramatically. Practically, it has risen into the entire global crisis as it is the case with the other pandemic events. In other words, we all
are exhausted with that situation and probably the immunization can be the right answer to that concern. Throughout history there have been so many pandemics and in those cases the human kind lost so many lives, but at the end there will come the cure.

No matter how pessimistic our perspectives are today we must stay positive for a reason no time was easy and we should realize this will also pass. Apparently, at any end there will remain the hope.

8. CONCLUSION

Finally, the fraud challenges being correlated with the pandemic situation are only so small pieces in the mosaic that can illustrate how hard it is combating the crime in the time of crisis. Under such a condition it’s necessary to seek the better organization of the both – human and non-human resources as it can be the relief to such a challenging event.

In conclusion, the response to such a challenge should be strong and impactful as it is possible under this state, so far.
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